
 
 
 
 
 

October 12, 2021 
 

AMENDMENT THREE (3) IFB097SPRC21(C)—Rudy Krigger 
Ballpark Repairs, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands 

 
INSERT 

 
Revised Bid Sheet 

 
DELETE 

 
Old Bid Sheet included with original solicitation. 

 
 

INSERT QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 
Q1 On the site visit we noticed some of the baseball fields the height of the fence is 

14’ or 16’. Will this section be added to the scope? 
 
A1 No. 
 
Q2 Item 1 and 2 of the scope on walk thru we noticed the poles are embedded on a 

concrete wall and concrete curb. How will the contractor remove the existing 
poles? Jack hammer wall and remove pole and install back new pole? Cut old 
pole at base and install new pole with a plate with anchors into concrete wall? The 
concrete curb will need to be removed before installing new pipe please add to the 
scope. Will the 6”x8” concrete curb above grade have to be constructed after new 
fence is installed? If yes, please add to scope. 

 
A2 Please see revised Bid Sheet attached to this amendment. 
 
Q3 On the MUSCO lighting for the basketball court. As the new LED system by 

MUSCO will need less poles and light fixtures. Please clarify how many poles 
will remain? The poles that will be left and not used for the new LED system, do 
they need to be removed? 

 
A3 The general scope of work will require that the contractor mount five (5) new 

poles on the softball field to replace rusted poles (leaving the newer pole in left 
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field installed), and two (2) new poles on the smaller courts to replace fallen 
poles. All poles should be fitted with new LED lighting systems. 

 
Q4 Item #11 it calls for 3 conductors of #6 wire each conductor is 253 feet per 

conductor. On scope you state 1EA which should be 759 Lf. Also do we have to 
remove the old wiring? If yes please state on scope. Where does the wire feed 
from point a to point b? 

 
A4 The number of wire was changed to reflect the 759 L.F. However, the 3C means 

that the three wires come in a bundle wrapped with the installation. 
 
Q5 Item #12 it calls for 6 conductors of #8 wire each conductor is 253 feet per 

conductor. On scope you state 1EA which should dbe 1,518 lf. Also do we have 
remove the old wiring? If yes please state on scope. Where does the wire feed 
from point a to point b? 

 
A5 No. 6 is the size of the wire and not the number of wires. The length is reflected in 

the scope of work. 
 
Q6 Item #13 it calls for 3 conductors of #8 wire each conductor is 40 feet per 

conductor. On scope you state 1EA which should be 120 lf. Also do we have 
remove the old wiring? If yes please state on scope. Where does the wire feed 
from point a to point b?  

 
A6 The no. 8 is the size of the wire and not the number of wires. The line item will be 

changed to reflect this. Please see revised Bid Sheet attached to this amendment. 
 
Q7 Item #14 it states to install conduit 1 1/4” only 253 lf. Items #11, 12, 13 and 15 

has apprx 700 lf of wire. We would need to install 799 lf of conduit to match the 
new wiring of 799 lf of wire. Unless we are not replacing the conduit for the other 
items. Please clarify. 

 
A7 The conduit is already in place. The wires are what are being replaced.  
 
Q8 Item #16 under life walking replace conduit 780 lf please clarify where this 

conduit is located on site. Which electrical fixtures are the conduit for? 
 
A8 This item will be show to the contractor. For now, the bids shall be done for this 

line item based on the length of the conduit. 
 
Q9 Item #18 it calls for 7,0202 lf of wire to install. I think this is an error as you are 

installing 780 lf of conduit and 3 conductors at 780 lf equals 2,340 lf of #10 wire 
please clarify. 
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A9 The specification 3C #10 wires means that there are 3 wires in the 
sheathing/insulation cord. This is how it is sold and manufactured. Since this is 
difficult to get locally, the bid sheet will be adjusted to show the single wires. 
Please see revised Bid Sheet attached to this amendment. 

 
Q10 Item #30 Remove and replace fence posts. When removing the poles the asphalt 

will be damaged on the court. Will a line item be put in to replace asphalt and coat 
with acrylic coating? 

 
A10 After the fence post is removed concrete shall be used to replant the new poles 

and fill in the voids in the asphalt. Please see revised Bid Sheet attached to this 
amendment. 

 
Q11 Item# 37 states to remove and replace flag pole. Will the footing have to be 

replaced for the new flag pole? If yes please add the scope. Please see revised Bid 
Sheet attached to this amendment. 

 
A11 Please see revised Bid Sheet attached to this amendment. 
 
Q12 Items # 41 and 42 are the same scope please state what the wiring is for each. Will 

conduit remain or new conduit will be installed? 
 
A12 Please see revised Bid Sheet attached to this amendment. 
 
Q13 Item #46 it calls for 3 conductors of #6 wire  each conductor is 180  feet per 

conductor. On scope you state 180lf which should be 540 lf. Also do we have 
remove the old wiring? If yes please state on scope. Where does the wire feed 
from point a to point b? 

 
A13 The 3C wire comes with three (3) wires in the sheathing or insulation cord and 

this is how they are manufactured. The increase in length will reflect the use of 
the single wires. 

 
Q14 Item # 47  it calls for 1 conductors of #12 wire. Should it be 3 conductors?  each 

conductor is 60  feet per conductor. On scope you state 60lf if 3 conductors we 
will need 180 lf. Also do we have remove the old wiring? If yes please state on 
scope. Where does the wire feed from point a to point b? Do we have to repalce 
the conduit? 

 
A14 Please see the response to Question 13 above. 
 
Q15 Item# 48  it states to replace 120 lf of #6  wire of 3 conductors that would equal 

360 lf scope states 1800 lf please clarify which one is correct? State what the 
wiring is for which lights? 
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A15 Please see the response to Question 13 above. 
 
Q16 Item#49 it states one conductor of #12 is this correct? When running wire you 

would need 3 conductors if yes please clarify scope. 
 
A16 Please see revised Bid Sheet attached to this amendment. 
 
Q17 Items # 29 and 50 please clarify correct lf of fence removal and replacement. 
 
A17 For line 29, the length of the fence is 324 LF. There is no fence mentioned under 

line item 50. Please see revised Bid Sheet attached to this amendment. 
 
Q18 On site visit and reviewing the scope the basketball court fence was not on the 

scope will the fence of the basketball court be added to the scope? 
 
A18 No. Please follow the scope of work. 
 
Q19 Item # 55,56 and 57 is to remove old fixtures from existing poles. The poles that 

will not be used do we have to remove old poles and the footings? On site visit we 
saw the base of a broken pole and the footing of the pole does this have to be 
removed ? If yes please add to scope. The new 50 foot poles where will they be 
installed on the field? Is there a drawing? Will new wiring have to be installed for 
the new LED light fixtures? If yes please state to remove old wiring and replace 
with new wiring.  

 
A19 A total of 5 poles will be removed and replaced at the baseball field. The existing 

ground & electrical feed shall remain and be installed on the new light poles with 
the new MUSCO cluster lighting. 

 
Q20 Item#58  Please clarify how many panel boxes and breakers. Size of each panel 

100 amp 200 amp 400 amp . Voltage 220 volts 480 volts? Size of breakers? for 
each of the panels.Will we have to replace the wiring ? If yes please state size and 
lengths?  

 
A20 Please see revised Bid Sheet attached to this amendment. 
 
Q21 Item#59 All the controllers for the lights. where will all control panels be installed 

on site? 
 
A21 The control panel is located in the utility room on the grounds of the ballpark 
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